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It has been presumed that the molten sulfur above 159°C consists of an equilibrium mixtur eof 诳 rings and Sx polymers where 
the number average degree of polymerization, P, is large. But it is known that admixture of halogens with liquid sulfur greatly 
reduce the viscosity. Constructing a new equilibrium equation, it is possible to evaluate the viscosity when halogens are added 
to liquid sulfur. Calculated viscosity is in good agreement with experimental values. Using the proposed model, the thermody
namic properties of liquid sulfur are also calculated over a wide range of temperature which the sulfur exists as the polymer.

Introduction

Fanelli1 obtained the temperature variation on the visco
sity when various concentration of halogens are added to 
liquid sulfur, which brought out the enormous modifying 
effect of these elements on the viscosity of liquid sulfur. He 
also indicates that, with each increment in the concentration 
of halogens, the viscosity becomes smaller. In equilibrium 
polymerization reaction, halogens absorb the radicals and 
terminate the polymerization, therefore the viscosity is re
duced.

We evaluate the viscosity of liquid sulfur containing halo
gens by using a new equilibrium equation in which assumed 
that halogens, S8 rings, and S& chains are in equilibrium each 
other.2~5

The partition function of liquid sulfur is obtained as the 
product of conventional partition function for the liquid and 
the configurational one for the ^-transition6 which uses the 
simplified expression for Bragg-Williams approximation of 
order-disorder phase transition. Using this partition function, 
the thermodynamic properties of liquid sulfur can be cal
culated.

The results of the viscosity of liquid sulfur containing ha
logens and thermodynamic properties of liquid sulfur are in 
good agreement with the experimental data.

Theory

1. Viscosity of Liquid S마fur Contatining H이egens
When halogens are added, the equilibrium polymerization 

of liquid sulfur can be represented as follows5
Initiation

M 二丄 M*； K=(M*)/(M)
(1)

Propagation and termination

+M. K3
=Mt ； K3= (A鶯)/(肱)(M*)

(A登)=K3(M)(肱*) =K(M)K3(M) ⑵ +Q, K'
=M*Q ; Kf = (M*Q) / (M) (Q)

(M*Q)=K (肱)(Q) (3)

Symbolically we designate Ss ring as 鶴 chain as M*t 
and Q as halogen, respectively. The total concentration of 
polymer molecules, Nf, and the total concentration of S8 
unit in the polymer, Wf, can be represented as follows

N'=l拔*+A登+M鬚+……昔Q+…… 
=K(M)/{1—K3(M)}+K(Q)K(M)/{1—K3(M)} 
=K(M) {1+K (Q)}/ {1-K3 (M)} (4)

0〃=W+2"+3A登 + …+M*Q+2M/Q+3您 Q+… 
=K(M)/{1—K3(M)}2+K(Q)K(M)/{1—K3(M)}2 
=K(M) {1+K (Q)} / {1-KAM)}2 (5)

When halogens are added, the number average degree of 
polymerization, can be obtained from eqs. (4) and (5).

P'=(W')/(N') 그1/ {1一孩(肱)} (6)

Here, the number average degree of polymerization, P\has 
the relation with the viscosity such that7
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where 7] and 爪 are the viscosity of s니IfuT containing halogens 
and pure sulfur, respectively, and W means the concentra
tion of polymers.

The quantities (Af0) and (Qo) which are the initial concen
tration of 5g(ring) and halogen, respectively, are expressed by

Wo) = W) + g
그 (M)+K(肱) {1 + K‘ (Q)}/(1-X3(M)}2
兰(M) +K(M)K‘ (Q) / {1一孩(心)}2 (8)

(Qo) = (Q) + (N‘)
=(Q) +K(M) {1+K (Q)} / {1—K3 W)}
=(Q) +KW)K (Q)/⑼

In eq. (3), to calculate the equilibrium constant, K‘，we 
introduce a new equilibrium such that

Q・+M = (10)

Where Q- represents the halogen radical.
In eq. (2), we assumed that all the equilibrium constants 

in the polymerization reactions are same as K3, so it is possible 
to represent the equilibrium constant in eq. (10) as approxi
mately ak3.

Where the halogens such as chlorine, bromine, and iodine, 
are differ in activity to attack a sulfur ring, and the notation 
a means the activity of halogens to attack a sulfur ring.

Therefore in above equation, M^Q is represented by

(]必@)=以3(0)(肱) (11)

Thus K! in eq. (3) is represented as follows

=疫(M) (Q・)/ (M*) (Q) (by eq. 10)
=^3(M) (0)/K(M) (Q)
=2・&/K・(Q・)/(Q)
= Q・Kq,K3，K
=A・KJK (12)

In eq. (12), Kq represents the equilibrium constant where 
the radical of halogen is produced, and we replace akq by A.

2. The Sign ificant Structure Theory of Liquids8-10
According to the significant structure theory of liquids, 

liquids have quasi-lattice structures like solids and the lattice 
points are occupied by molecules or fluidized vacancies of 
molecular size randomely distributed throughout the quasi
lattice. The fluidized vacancies provide gas~like translational 
degrees of freedom on the vibrational degrees of freedom of 
neighboring molecules because the molecules can jump into 
them. The fraction {V-V^)1 V of the degrees of freedom are 
gas-like and the remaining fraction VsjV can be thought 
of as being solid-like where V and Vs indicate molar volume 
and solid-like molar volume, respectively. Thus, one mole 
of liquid can be considered as if it were made of N(V-V^IV 
gas-like molecules and NVJV solid-like molecules where N 
is the Avogadro number.

In view of this, the partition function, fN, for a mole of 
liquid can be written as

如=产\片 (13)

The solid-like partition function fs is the usual partition 
function for a solid multiplied by the positional degeneracy 
factor 1 + 眼xp(—以/R「)，because the fluidized vacancies 
confer the additional site n五exp(—to a solid-like mole
cule.

Here, nk and can be written as

g—%产一 (14)
* s

and

&h = aEsVs 
(V-VS)RT (15)

Where Es is the ener응y of sublimation of the solid-like 
molecules and a and n are the proportionality constants 
which will be evaluated.

Once the partition function is given, thermodynamic quan
tities of the liquid can be obtained from the partition function
3. Partition Function of Liquid Sulfur

The partition function of liquid sulfur is written as

fN=fcg - /conf (16)

Here /conv is the conventional liquid partition function which 
can be obtained by applying the significant liquid structure 
theory to liquid sulfur. /conf is the configurational partition 
function which is introduced to account for the thermody
namic properties accompanied by the 2-transition.

For the configurational partition function, we use the 
Bragg-Williams approximation which explains the nature 
of ^-transition.

1. Conventional Partition Function. According to the sig
nificant structure theory, the partition function for a mole of 
liquid, fN, is given by

珏=件”件5 (17)

For the solid-like partition function, we have assumed 
that there are two structural species in equilibrium.

S/ring)二= S晳(diradical)

The equilibrium constant K is written as

K=x^( diradical) 1x^( ring) =/^//58
=exp{一严껑严)} (18)

here dV—Vsr—Vsfi, = 32,800 cal/mole, and JS—23
cal/deg. mole11

Thus, the partition function, fs is

K
人=打(19)

Where x and zr* are the mole fration of 58(ring) and Sf 
(diradical), respectively, with the relationand the 
SK血g)—like partition function can be written as

f 一 exp(EJRT) ・ \1+J V-Vs \
/s3~ l-exp(-^/T) I丄十 ' V 丿
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From a mass spectrometric study,12 the vapor of liquid 
sulfur is composed of many species such that Ss ring, S7 
ring, SG ring, and S2 molecules. Then the gas-like partition 
function, jg is written as

fg=C-C-fZ-fZ (21)

Where 环 步& and x2 are the mole fraction of S8 ring, 
S7 ring, SG ring, and S2 molecules, respectively, with the 
relation

X8-srX7-srX6-\-X2 = l.

Thus gas-like partition function, fs is composed of its 
various composition12 as follows,

:V8-
• "r •以广•(re7-f： (22)

Where the translational, rotational, and vibrational partition 
function are given as

宀也쁘普…% (23)

［地些잎窘英*(for three dimersional) 
厂= 16h

s &呼 T (for two dimersional) (24)
h2

广=』{l-exp(一诚(25) g

Where the symbols have their usual statistical-mechanical 
significance. In gaseous state, molecules are in relation with 
each other as follows12

k2
58(nng)二=52(ring),砺二2如理)如(ring) 修6丿

Kb
58(ring) :二= Spring), 紘=%(血횸)/项ring) (27)
58(ring)二旦 Spring), K7=^7(ring)/^8(ring) (28)

Here S2 molecules are regarded as 2-membered ring and K2, 
Kq, and K7 can be calculated, and its method is listed in 
Appendix I. The values of 勤，初，% and x2 are tempera
ture dependent. In the calculations, Vs and Es are given by

Vs=x^V1-^xVs (29)
E$ =Es8 ,#8+ 87 •初 + Es& • &若 + 瓦2' x2 (3°)

where V? and Vs are solid-like volume of 58(chain), and 
58(ring) respectively.

And 玖辭 E" Esef and ES2 are the sublimation energy of 
58(ring, solid)=>58(ring, gas), 58(ring, solid)》％血g, gas), 
Spring, solid)=>S6(ring, gas), and Spring, solid)=>52(gas) 
transition, respectively, and the way of obtaining a sublima
tion energy are introduced in Appendix II.

2. Configurational Partition Function, The config나rational 
partition function is derived by the Bragg-Williams 
approximation.13-15 The configurational partition function is 
given by the following equations:

/conf- W(0) ・exp{-E(〃) lkT\ (3D

WW)=NCN+ = t%)时 (32)

E(0) =N+V++N_V_ = *{(V++ V_) + (卩+― V-)0}

=을 (Uo—M) (33)

Here, 0 is the long-range order parameter; N+ and N- are 
the numbers of spins in the up and down directions, respec
tively. W(fl) is the number of possible ways of obtaining the 
N+ state of spins; E(6) is the configurational internal energy 
of the system; V+ and V- are potential energy of the up 
and down directional spins; respectively; Vo is the energy of 
the completely disordered state (9—0； V-—V+= is 
assumed. The order parameter & is obtained from

〃 = tanh (유〃) (34)

Resuts And Discussions

1. Viscosity of Liquid Sulfur Containing Halogens
Helogens reduce the viscosity of sulfur above 160°C through 

the chemical reaction with the sulfur shown in eqs. (2) and (3).
And, the following reaction can be considered as

KS
S J (chain) + S? (chain) = S爲(chain),

(0g=l,2,3,.......) (35)

Where equilibrium constant 瓦 can be represented as 
follows

K _ (S當)—K3(Sp) (S冷 (Sr)
如一(，第)(S消 (5W?) —— 37sf)

¥ (36)
A

Here we assumed that all the equilibrium constants in the 
polymerization reactions are same as K3, and the equilibrium 
constant K5 in the radical-radical reaction can be written 
as KJK without considering the effect of chain length.

Now, we consider the following reaction

二二t M*Q (37)

Although halogens are not a radical in eq. (37), halogens 
have very similar properties of a radical in the temperature 
which s비fur is existed in a liquid state.

Thus equilibrium constant K! in eq. (37) might be repre
sented by the form which contains K3IK term. Hence K‘ 
represented in eq. (12) is reasonable.

However, in the equation (10), when a halogen radical 
attacks 58(ring), the equilibrium constant might be affected by 
the activity of a halogen radical toward 58(ring).

Thus the equilibrium constant Kr can be represented by a 
equation which contains the activity of a halogen radical 
such as eq. (12).

Therefore, when halogens are added, the reactions are 
summerized as follows

1 _ Mq—M
1—K3M Qq—Q (38)

M«=M+ (「湍•戸, *4 Q (39)
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Figure 1. Viscosity of liquid sulfur containing halohens as 

function of temperature (sulfur-iodine mixtures); dashed 

line, theoretical curve; o, experimental data, from ref. 1.
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티gure 2. Viscosity of liquid s니Ifur containing halogens as a 

function of temprature (sulfur-bromine mixt니!每); dashed line, 

theoretical curve; o, experimental data, from ref. 1.

(40)

By introducing eqs. (39) and (40) into (38) we obtain the 
following equation

P3 K3Q0 + K3Mq — 1 p2_i_ 1—敦］涉0(1—厶)-24 p
尸_ 'K^ 广十 K^A
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Figure 3. Viscosity of liquid sulfur containing halogens as a 

function of temperature (sulf니!•一chlorine mixtures); dashed line, 

theoretical curve; o, experimental data, from ref. 1.
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Figuer 4. Vapor pressure of liq니id sulfur as a function of 

temperature; dashed line, theoretical c니!"ve; o, experimental data, 

from ref. 17.
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Figure 5. Liquid volume of liq니id s나lfu「 as a f니nction of 

temperature; dashed line, theoretical curve; o, experimental 

from ref. 17.
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To obtain the P in eq. （41）, we introduce the simple values 
into A by using experimental values such that 0.1 for T2, 10 
for Br2, and 23 for Cl2, where A is taken as unity for a sulfur 
radical. Thus, above values are taken as relative values.

And the calculated values are compared with the selected 
values1 in Figures 1, to 3.

The better results may be obtainable by considering the 
temperaturedependent activity values of halogen radical 
toward 흥）, and more accurate relations of viscosity
chainlength.

2. M이ar Volume and Vapor Pressure
For the calculation of the molar volume and the vapor 

pressure, the relationship between the Helmholtz free energy, 
A, and molar volume, V, is used.

If a common tangent to the points corresponding to liquid 
and vapor phases is drawn, the vapor pressure is given by 
the slope of the common tangent, and the abscissas of two 
points indicate the molar volume of liquid and vapor, res
pectively.

To find out the common tangent at a given temeprature, 
the iterative Newton method is used.

Calculated results are presented in Figures 4 and 5, with the 
experimental values.17 The agreement is satisfactory.

3. Entropy and Heat Capacity
The entropy is calculated by using the equation

S=_糸厂住77兀yX） y

The calculated values are shown in Figure 6 and compared 
with the selected values.18

Heat capacity at constant volume, CVi and those at cons
tant pressure, Cfit are also calculated by using the following 
thermodynamic relations.

니糸 ｛坤 （普） J J （42）

Cfi^Cv+TVa2/^ （43）

The calculated results are represented in Figure 7 and the 
results are compared with the experimental values.11-19 The 
agreement between the calculated and experimental values 
are satisfactory except in the ^-transition region. This devia
tion is a natural result due to the Bragg-Williams approxi
mation. The better results may be obtainable considering 
rhe other improved treatment of order-disorder transition 
such as Kirkwood method20 or Frankel method.16

4. Thermal Expansion Coefficient and impressibility
The increase of liquid volume is mainly originated from the 

introduction of fluidized vacancies in the significant structure 
theory. Thus, the solid-like volume, Vs, has been considered 
as a constant in the most of the publications of this theory. 
In the case of liquid sulfur, the solid-like volume influences 
severly on the liquid volume itself and related properties, 
and its change can not be ignored. The contribution to the 
compressibility and the thermal expansion coefficient by chan
ge of the solid-like volume is added to the values contributed 
by fluidized vacancies in the following way21
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Figure 6. Entropy of liquid sulfur as a function of temperature;

dashed line, theoretical curve; o, experimental data, from ref. 18.
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Figure 7. Heat capacity at constant volume of li이니id s니If니！' 

as a function of temperature; dashed line, theoretical curve; 

o, experimental data, from ref. 11, 19.

Where ay and 为 have been commonly calculated from the 
partition function

町=专（£후）广느《器監）/（ 专覺-）T （46） 

价一*（器）广 （群），（47）

The solid-like volume Vs has been expressed as a function of 
temperature and pressure, thus as and & are

%=■"（醫"H 与务）쓰） （48）

防 T「（等# T「（訟（쓻〉（49）

Thermal expansion coefficient of liquid sulfur exhibits a quite 
abrupt phenomena at the transition temperature range. By 
58（ring） conversion to S8（chain）, the solid-like volume is 
reduced and then by increasing temperatures, the solid-like 
volumes increase with forming the long-chained sulfur poly
mer. Thus at the transition temperature, thermal expansion 
coefficients are first reduced and then increase with increas- 
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TABLE 1: Parametric and Experimental Values Used in the 
Calculations

a —2.54X 10~5 处=15
7&= 141,25(cm3), vJf=14O.43(cm3)

E%=23805(cal), E；7 = 29506(cal),电= 30010(cal)
E= = 47305(81),

臺=235OO(cal),言=6200(cal), ZH； = 57OO(cal)
4S；=27.33(cal/K), 4咒=9.75(cal/K),=9.65(cal/K)
比(cm2, for S8); 2(86), 2(152), 184, 191, 218, 2(243), 2(248), 

434, 435, 470, 2(475), 465, 471
以(cm너, for S7); 146, 155, 180, 193, 239, 274, 285, 360, 

396, 402, 476, 482, 515, 518
把(cmT, for S6); 2(204), 2(180), 266, 312, 390, 2(451), 476, 

2(62)
y-(cm'1, for S2)； 718
以(cm~i, lattice vibration); 29, 63, 68, 44, 53,
7知c(kgm% for &)； 3.805X10-132,
码Bc(kgm% for S7)； 2.413X10니32

HMk힝硝 for SQ； 1.024X 10-^,
JKkgm2, for S2); 1.128x10-45

a J. Berkowitz and J. R. Marguart, J.Chem. Phys., 39, 275(1963);*A. 
Anderson and Y. T. Loh, Can. J. Chem., 47,879(1969);eM. Gardner 
and A. Rogstad, J.C.S. Dalton, 1973, 599; dL. A. Nimon, V.D. 
Neff, R. E. Cantley, and R.O. Buttar, J. M시. Spec. 22,105 (1967); 
eK.K. Yee, R. F. Barrow, and A. Rogstad, J.C.S. Farafay II, 68, 
1808 (1972);^G. B. Guthrie, D.W. Scott, and G. Waddington, J. 
Amer. Chem. Soc., 76, 1488 (1954); O. Kao and N.L. Allinger, 
Inorg. Chem., 16,35 (1977); AJ. Donohue, A. Caron and E. Goldish, 
J. Amer. Chem. Soc.^ 83, 3748 (1961)

TABLE 2: Temperature Dependent Values

T(°K) KXLd K： VJ (cm3)

430 2.26 0.253 0.817 141.25
450 12.2 0.297 0.805 141.14
500 48.8 0.423 0.631 140.82
550 982.8 0.565 0.523 140.98
600 1.2X13 0.719 0.388 141.02
650 9.9 X105 0.883 0.301 141.25

f from ref. 11; J from ref.12; % from ref. 17

ing temperatures.
The calculated results are presented in Figurs 8-9, with 

the experimental value.11
5. Parametric Values
In the significant structure theory of liquids, there are 

five typical parameters; ESf Vs, 0, a, and n.
In this work, six of 0 and Es have been substituted for the 

spectroscopic and experimental data, and the others have 
been determined by using Seoul Technique.22-23
The parametric values and experimental values used in the 
calculations are tabulated in Table 1.

And temperature depending values are also shown in Table 
2.

Conclusions

We assumed that in sulfur-halogen system, halogens, S8 
(ring), and S8(chain) are in equilibrium each other. Then we 
obtain the viscosity of liquid sulfur containing halogens by

450
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Figure 8. Thermal expansion coefficient of liquid sulfur as a 

function of temperature: dashed line, theoretical curve, 0. 

experimental data, from ref. 11,
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Figure 9. Isothermal compressibility of liquid s니If니r as a 

function of temperature; dashed line, theoretical curve; o, 

experimental data, from ref. 11.
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Figure 10. Arrangement of N spin-lattice sites; and Q 

indicate the 니p and down directions of spins.

introducing a new equilibrium equation. The calculated 
values are in good agreement with experimental values.

And the thermodynamic properties of liquid sulfur were 
also obtained by applying the significant structure theory of 
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liquids. It has been shown that the agreements between theo
ries and experiments are satisfactory.

It is considered that liquid sulfur is consisted of molecules 
and the fluidized vacancies of molecular size. The fraction 
VJV of the degree of freedom is solid-like, and the remain
ing fraction (V—V^/V can be thought of being gas-like.

The solid-like partition function of liquid sulfur is obtain
ed as the product of solid-like partition function for <S8(ring) 
and one for 58(chain), and the gas-like partition function is 
obtained as the product of partition function for each com
ponents in gaseous states.

The 人一transition of liquid sulfur is treated as a kind of 
order-disorder phenomena using the Bragg-Williams ap
proximation.

Appendix 1.

s8 s2, K2=Z2S8=exp(_/H2撲4& ) (A.1)

=丄 s切 K6=ig8=exp(-M홐籍쓰圣) (A-2)

S8 二二丄 S\ K7=N7»8 = exp(— 厶버板*厶Si(A-3) 
\ K J. /

In above reactions, the enthalpy changes are taken from re
ference 12 and the entropy changes are obtained from re
ference 12 by using a graphical method.
Here

*8 + 叼 + 企6 + 卫2=1 (A-4)

and from Eqs. (A-l) to (A-4),

#8 + K*8 + K并8+长2；8=1 (A-5)
And the mole fraction of each component can be obtained 
as follows

i+k2+k6+k7 (a-6)
= 气=瓦題，*2 = &・财 (A-7)

Appendix 2.

Sublimation energy ES1 can be obtained by using Hess Law 
depicted as follows

Spring, solid)一旦므一&(矿岫 gas)

Thus sublimation energy ES7 can be represented by ES7 
=ES6+E'7, therefore E跄 and E12 can obtained by the same 
method.
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